
OJST: Sex Toy Care V1 
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P1 

Myself standing over a boiling pot in the kitchen. I’ve got an apron on and a hand on the pot. In the 

background is masturbateer character looking in and intrigued by what I’m doing. 

P2 

Small panel of masturbateer pointing at the pot, making sure the finger is pointing towards the next 

panel. 

M: Hey Jey, whatcha cooking? 

P3 

Big reveal, no background, focus on me pulling a dildo out of the pot with some tongs. The dildo is 

sopping wet, maybe dripping over the panel borders. 

J: Just some… DILDOS! 

P4 

Wide large establishing panel, my kitchen is covered in a big spread of toys that are in the process of 

being cleaned. 

J: I’m deep cleaning my collection today. 

M: Wow! This looks like a massive job. 

J: Y’know, it’s actually surprisingly easy once you get the hang of it! 
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P1 

Small panel of masturbateer looking frazzled at the different toys. 

M: I wouldn’t even know where to start keeping track of how to clean each one?! 

P2 

Similar to P1 but a more confident me jumping in holding a new dildo. 

J: It’s a matter of knowing what toy is made of what and going from there. 

P3 

Large open panel, very recipe-illustration looking where I’m dropping a bunch of toys into some water. 

There might be a toothbrush or washcloth being held by me. I’m still wearing my apron. The text might 

be fun in a recipe book-looking style instead of speechbubbles. 

Recipe: For porous and non-porous toys use a low-key soap; and really rinse well! You don't want to be 

introducing a heavily perfumed or chemical-covered toy into the bod. (Might reword to look more like a 

recipe but keep the info as close to this as possible) 
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P1 

Large panel in a grid that matches the other panels on this page. Myself in the foreground back to 

boiling a dildo that’s humorously sticking out of the pot, with cleaned ones resting on a towel next to 

the stove. Masturbateer in the background tossing a packer in the dishwasher. Text might be in a recipe-

book style here as well. 



Recipe: You can boil or throw silicon toys in the dishwasher! 

J: Order up, one hot and fresh Vixskin Mustang! 

P2 

Myself and the Masturbateer casually looking cool in the laundry room as we wait for the washing. 

Recipe: Nylon harnesses can be machine washed, just remove any toys beforehand. 

P3 

Myself at a counter, lovingly wiping a leather piece with a cloth. There’s leather care bottles around me. 

Recipe: Leather should be wiped clean and conditioned so it doesn’t crack. 

P4 

Masturbateer rinsing out a sleeve at the sink (since I don’t have any experience with sleeves I’ll leave 

that to them). 

Recipe: Sleeves should be washed in the sink. Come is hydrophobic. Give it some space to breathe and 

dry out! You might need to revisit it after 6 hours to move it around or re-adjust it to get it to dry. Make 

use of kitchen towels and such! 
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P1 

Big wide, possibly no borders panel. A table spread of various sex toys like a beautiful dinner table but 

they’re all air drying on dish cloths and towels. The toys are sparkling! 

Recipe: Leave toys out to air dry. 

Masturbateer: Wow what a spread! 

P2 

Myself in a thin/tall panel, now putting some dildos in individual bags that have fun patterns on them. 

J: Cleaning your toys regularly is important to keep your body safe but also makes them last a lot longer. 

I like keeping them separately in their own personal bags which I highly recommend! 

P3 

Small wide panel. Myself and the masturbateer looking at a rather sad looking dildo, it’s reached the end 

of its life. 

J: Sometimes toys just reach the end of their life, and it’s best to move on. 

Masturbateer: RIP little buddy. 

P4 

Small wide panel. Far shot of a very large dildo melting and myself trying to mould it into art; maybe a 

bird. Masturbateer is standing close by as an art critic. 

J: Silicone bleeds an oil over time, especially when exposed to sunlight! This is normal, and more 

common in cheaper toys. If the silicon is actively degrading and becoming soft and malleable; throw it 

out. 

J: I call it… “Sex In Motion”. 

P5 

Small wide panel. Myself standing over an old toy that’s passed. I’ve got a tissue up to an eye while 

covering the toy with a sheet. 

J: Porous toy have a limited shelf life no matter how well you wash them. If you see mold or they’ve 



gotten smelly you just have to say goodbye. Treat yourself by buying a new one! 

SFX: Sniff 
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P1 

A floating small panel, myself holding up a dildo covered in lint already. I’m shirtless. 

J: I like to rinse my toys before sex, 'cause silicone is a lint MAGNET! 

J: How does this keep happening?! 

P2 

Medium floating panel of myself giving that same dildo a quick rinse. 

J: It might not be the sexiest part of owning sex toys but it’ll help you keep you toys in good condition 

and your body safe! 

P3 

Open panel, no borders. Masturbateer is in the background holding a freshly boiled dildo while nude. 

I’m in the foreground holding my rinsed one. 

Masturbateer: HOT HOT HOT! 

J: Be sure to wait until your toys have cooled before using them! 

 


